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East Park Academy 
Science Year 5: Properties and changing materials 

Overview of the Learning: 
 In this unit of learning children will investigate changes of state which can be reversed. Children will investigative evaporation and 

condensation. They use their understanding to explain a range of familiar phenomena. This unit of study will mostly concentrate on mixing 

materials together to form mixtures – substances that are physically not chemically combined. 

Core Aims  
 develop scientific knowledge and conceptual understanding 

through the specific disciplines of biology, chemistry and physics 

about humans and other animals 

 develop understanding of the nature, processes and methods of 

science through different types of science enquiries that help them 

to answer scientific questions about the world around them 

 are equipped with the scientific knowledge required to understand 

the uses and implications of science, today and for the future. 

 

Pupils should be taught to work scientifically. They will: 

 planning different types of scientific enquiries to answer 
questions, including recognising and controlling variables 
where necessary 

 taking measurements, using a range of scientific equipment, 
with increasing accuracy and precision, taking repeat readings 
when appropriate 

 recording data and results of increasing complexity using 
scientific diagrams and labels, classification keys, tables, 
scatter graphs, bar and line graphs 

 using test results to make predictions to set up further 
comparative and fair tests 

 reporting and presenting findings from enquiries, including 
conclusions, causal relationships and explanations of and 
degree of trust in results, in oral and written forms such as 
displays and other presentations 

 Identifying scientific evidence that has been used to support or 
refute ideas or arguments. 

Pupils should be taught about properties and changing 
materials: 

 compare and group together everyday materials on the basis of 
their properties, including their hardness, solubility, 
transparency, conductivity (electrical and thermal), and 
response to magnets 
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 know that some materials will dissolve in liquid to form a 
solution, and describe how to recover a substance from a 
solution 

 use knowledge of solids, liquids and gases to decide how 
mixtures might be separated, including through filtering, sieving 
and evaporating 

 give reasons, based on evidence from comparative and fair 
tests, for the particular uses of everyday materials, including 
metals, wood and plastic 

 demonstrate that dissolving, mixing and changes of state are 
reversible changes 

 explain that some changes result in the formation of new 

materials, and that this kind of change is not usually reversible, 

including changes associated with burning and the action of 

acid on bicarbonate of soda. 

 

Expectations 
Children can: 

 compare and group together everyday materials on the basis of their properties, including their hardness, solubility, transparency, 
conductivity (electrical and thermal), and response to magnets 

 know that some materials will dissolve in liquid to form a solution, and describe how to recover a substance from a solution 

 use knowledge of solids, liquids and gases to decide how mixtures might be separated, including through filtering, sieving and evaporating 

 give reasons, based on evidence from comparative and fair tests, for the particular uses of everyday materials, including metals, wood and 
plastic 

 demonstrate that dissolving, mixing and changes of state are reversible changes 

 explain that some changes result in the formation of new materials, and that this kind of change is not usually reversible, including 
changes associated with burning and the action of acid on bicarbonate of soda. 

 planning different types of scientific enquiries to answer questions, including recognising and controlling variables where necessary 

 taking measurements, using a range of scientific equipment, with increasing accuracy and precision, taking repeat readings when 
appropriate 
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 recording data and results of increasing complexity using scientific diagrams and labels, classification keys, tables, scatter graphs, bar and 
line graphs 

 using test results to make predictions to set up further comparative and fair tests 

 reporting and presenting findings from enquiries, including conclusions, causal relationships and explanations of and degree of trust in 
results, in oral and written forms such as displays and other presentations 

 identifying scientific evidence that has been used to support or refute ideas or arguments. 

 

 
  
 

 
 
 
 

Learning Objectives Suggested Learning Opportunities  

 To review and explain what solids, liquids and 
gases are. 

 To present scientific ideas and thinking about 
properties and changing materials. 

 To consider what sources of information, 
including first-hand experience and a range of 
other sources, they will use to answer 
questions 

Hook – http://www.bbc.co.uk/learningzone/clips/solids-liquids-gases-compilation-of-
clips/2142.html 
Animated video of solids, liquids and gases.  
http://www.bbc.co.uk/learningzone/clips/properties-of-solids-liquids-and-
gases/10587.html 

 What is a solid? Liquid? Gas? 

 What are their properties? Can they change their shape? Can they change their 
state? How? How do we know? 

Children to create presentations based on what solids, liquids and gases are. 
 To be able to define solids and liquids. 

 To be able to demonstrate how to separate 
solid particles of different sizes.  

 To be able to suggest improvements to the 
methods used. 

 To be able to communicate ideas using 
scientific vocabulary. 

Thinking challenges – What is a mixture? 

 What is a mixture? 

 When substances have been mixed in this way can this change be reversed? 

 How would you separate solids that have been mixed into a mixture? 

http://www.bbc.co.uk/learningzone/clips/solids-liquids-gases-compilation-of-clips/2142.html
http://www.bbc.co.uk/learningzone/clips/solids-liquids-gases-compilation-of-clips/2142.html
http://www.bbc.co.uk/learningzone/clips/properties-of-solids-liquids-and-gases/10587.html
http://www.bbc.co.uk/learningzone/clips/properties-of-solids-liquids-and-gases/10587.html
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 To consider what sources of information, 
including first-hand experience and a range of 
other sources, they will use to answer 
questions 

 To use test results to make predictions to set 
up further comparative and fair tests 

 To plan different types of scientific enquiries 
to answer questions, including recognising 
and controlling variables where necessary 
 

You could begin by recapping the states of matter – children helping to define solids, 

liquids and gases. The following site explores these concepts further – looking at 

whisking an egg and mixing water with cornflour (children could try both of these) - 

http://thehappyscientist.com/science-video/egg-states 

Ask children to explore a range of mixtures and to suggest ways in which they could be 

separated: Dolly Mixtures, a jar of mincemeat, mixed vegetables, fruit salad and muesli. 

Can children explain why these are examples of physical changes (i.e. they are proper 

mixtures) and not chemical changes? 

Explore – Separating solid mixtures 

Give children an opportunity to separate some mixtures through using sieves with 

different sizes of mesh: lumps from flour, rice from salt, coffee from coffee beans, 

stones from soil, different size seeds, sugar from sugar lumps, buttons in a button box, 

etc 

Explore – Do liquids mix? 

Smear some Vaseline around the top of a jar. Fill this with water and a few drops of food 
colouring. Fill another identical jar with water only and place a sheet of tin foil over the 
opening. Carefully, turn over the jar with the foil and put it on top of the first jar. Wait a 
few moments, then, very carefully, slide out the foil. Look at the jars every 15 minutes 
and note the colours. The waters should mix through the process of diffusion. 

 To be able to choose suitable equipment for 
an investigation. 

 To understand the term ‘insoluble’ 

 To be able to describe how filtration is used 
to separate simple mixtures. 

 To be able to use knowledge about how a 
specific mixture can be separated to. 

Explore – Filtering 

 What is the job of a filter? 

 What properties would a material need to have to make it a good filtering material? 

Children can place tea bags into warm water and explain what they think is happening. 

Demonstrate making coffee with a coffee filter. 

http://thehappyscientist.com/science-video/egg-states
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 To record measurements, using a range of 
scientific equipment, with increasing accuracy 
and precision, taking repeat readings when 
appropriate. 

 To record data and results of increasing 
complexity using scientific diagrams and 
labels, tables, bar and line graphs. 

 To plan different types of scientific enquiries 
to answer questions, including recognising 
and controlling variables where necessary 
 
 
 

 
 

Children can try recovering sand and water from a sand and water mixture. 

Fair-test – What is the best material for filtering? 

A good system for trying out other filters than with a filter funnel is to use a plastic 2L 

bottle – cut off the top third and put muslin or nylon over the neck and invert this into the 

base of the bottle. Now you can place your filtering materials in the inverted third. 

Children could try: washed gravel, washed sand, cotton wool, steel wool, muslin or 

nylon tights. 

Children could then go on to investigate using different numbers of layers. 

•To be able to explain what happened in an 
investigation. 
•To be able to describe differences in 
materials and classify them. 
 
•To be able to communicate scientific ideas 
using scientific knowledge and understanding  
 
•To know which solids dissolve in water and 
which do not. 
•To know whether dissolving is a reversible 
changes.   

 To record data and results of increasing 
complexity using scientific diagrams and 
labels, classification keys, tables, scatter 
graphs, bar and line graphs.  

Classifying – Which materials dissolve in water? 
Ask the children to plan their own investigation to find out which materials will dissolve in 

water. The results can be recorded in a range of ways. 

When the mixture is a solid in a liquid it will either produce a solution or suspension. A 

solution is clear and will never settle out, a suspension is cloudy and will eventually 

settle out. 

Further experiment – shaking fizzy cans! 

Talk with children about carbonated (‘fizzy’) drinks. Ask them to think about what has 

made the drink ‘fizzy’ – i.e. carbon dioxide has dissolved in the liquid. 

Ask them to predict what will happen when you shake a can of fizzy drink and then open 

it. At normal drinkable temperatures the dissolved gas wants to leave the liquid. I’m sure 

the children will want to see this happen outside! 

Now ask the children what they think will happen to the shaken can if: 
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1. It is left for a while 

2. We tap the top of the can. 

In both cases this will prevent all the soda shooting out when opened. 

Waiting a while gives the carbon dioxide time to redissolve into solution. Tapping, 

however allows the bubbles to detach from the sidewalls and bottom of the can so they 

float to the top where they mix with the bubble under the lid. 

•To identify an appropriate approach to 
answer a question. 
•To make predictions based upon scientific 
knowledge. 
•To be able to draw conclusions that is 
consistent with the evidence. 
•To know that, when solids dissolve, a clear 
solution is formed (which may be coloured).. 
•To record data and results of increasing 
complexity using scientific diagrams and 
labels, tables, bar and line graphs 

Fair test investigation – What affects how well sugar will dissolve? 

 Do all types of sugar dissolve at the same rate? 

 If you wanted to improve how well your sugar dissolved in your tea, what could you 

do? 

 Would stirring help? 

Get children can identify all the variables that could be changed (e.g., amount of sugar, 

temperature of the water, amount of water, size of container) and   the variables that 

could be measured (e.g. time taken to dissolve, number of stirs taken to dissolve). 

 

 To be able to select and use a range of simple 

equipment. 

 To be able to make a series of measurements 

that is adequate for the task. 

 To be able to form simple graphs and use these 

to interpret patterns in data. 

Fair-test Investigation – What affects the speed at which jelly dissolves? 
 

Video www.bbc.co.uk/learningzone/clips/ ‘Learning about soluble and insoluble 

materials’ 

This video will allow children to see a variety of solvents and solutes. 

There are many variables to be considered: temperature and quantity of the water, size 
of the jelly cubes, with/without stirring and temperature for setting of the jelly.  
 

http://www.bbc.co.uk/learningzone/clips/
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 To be able to draw conclusions by referring to 

scientific evidence. 

 To plan different types of scientific enquiries to 
answer questions, including recognising and 
controlling variables where necessary 

 

Many of the children should be able to identify the time span that they are measuring 
and the intervals at which observations/measurements should be made. 

• To explain what happens to water when it is 
heated. 

 To explain the process of evaporation.  
 
•To be able identify a range of contexts in 
which changes take place. 
 
•To be able to use knowledge about how a 
specific mixture can be separated to suggest 
ways in which other similar materials might 
be separated. 
•To be able to record observations, 
comparisons and measurements. 
 
•To be able to choose and use simple 
equipment and take action to. 
To use observational results to draw scientific 
comparisons between liquids tested.  

 Exploration – Evaporation 

 What happens to water when it is heated? 

 How can we use this knowledge to help separate water from salt? 

Discuss with children what happens to water when it is heated. Can they think about 

how this would help them to separate a mixture of a solid and a liquid?  

The children could try heating a mixture of salt and water in a small metal tray on a night 

light holder. They can try to condense some of the water vapour onto a mirror. 

 
Exploration – Making crystals 
For all crystal experiments you need a saturated solution of the material chosen (e.g. 

alum ((potassium aluminium sulphate)), sugar or Epsom salts ((magnesium sulphate)) ).  

Stir the solid with 100ml of hot water, adding more powder until nothing further will 

dissolve. 

The saturated solution should be filtered while warm to separate any undissolved 

material. 

You can then place an absorbent material into the solution (e.g. a piece of thread or a 

metal coat hanger that has been rubbed with an emery paper and fashioned into your 
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own shape). And leave in a cool place for several days. As the water evaporates the 

crystals will grow on the surface of the sample. 

•To explore and explain what condensation 
is. 

 To be able to explain what happens to 
boiling water when it is cooled. 

 To know that condensation is when a 
gas turns to a liquid  

 To know that condensation is the reverse 
of evaporation  

 To make careful observations and draw 
conclusions explaining these in terms of 
scientific knowledge and understanding 
 

 To be able identify a range of contexts in 
which changes take place. 

 
•To be able to communicate using 
appropriate scientific vocabulary. 

Condensation 

Model to the children boiling water hitting cold surfaces and the process of 
condensation occurring 
Investigating condensation 
Give children examples of condensation occurring (e.g, coke cans out of the fridge) 
 
Investigating Condensation 
Demonstrate an example of condensation eg steam from a kettle hitting a cold surface 
and discuss with children what happens to water vapour when it cools down. 
 
 Discuss with children where in their homes they see water collecting on surfaces eg in 
the kitchen, bathroom. Introduce the words ‘condense’ and ‘condensation’. Demonstrate 
what happens when ice cubes are placed in the centre of cling film covering a container 
of hot/warm water. Ask children to feel the cling film to see how warm it is in different 
places and to observe the size of the droplets. Ask children to illustrate in diagrams and 
annotate to explain what happens. 
 
Show children examples of condensation where there is no obvious source of water 
vapour eg breathing on a cold window pane, droplets of water collecting on a metal 
glass containing mixture of ice and water, droplets of water collecting on a can of soft 
drink from the freezer. Ask children where they think the water came from and to record 
in a drawing with annotation. 

 To know that the boiling temperature of 
water is 100°C 

 To identify patterns in data and use 
these to make predictions 

 To decide whether the evidence 
collected supports the prediction and 
explain what happened in terms of 
scientific knowledge and understanding 

Investigating boiling 

Show children a chart or graph of the temperature of a container of water as it is being 

heated eg temperature rising 5 degrees every minute from 20°C to 45°C and ask them 

to predict what the next five readings will be. Then show them similar results from 90°C 

and ask them to make similar predictions. Using an IT sensor (or a suitable 

thermometer), carry out the experiment and compare results with predictions or use 
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 To obtain evidence by making careful 
observations 

 To make predictions using scientific 
knowledge and understanding 

results already obtained. Talk with the children about what the results show about 

boiling. 

 

Investigating temperature 

Use an IT sensor to take the temperature of a mixture of ice and water at five minute 
intervals over a period of two or three hours. Discuss what the data shows about the 
melting temperatures of ice and the temperature of the room. Ask children to predict 
what the data would show if the room was ten degrees hotter. 
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